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ABSTRACT

Benzo[a]pyrene (BP) is a well-known and frequently
encountered carcinogen which generates a bulky
DNA adduct (+)-trans-10S-BP-N2-dG (BP-dG) in cells.
DNA polymerase kappa (pol�) is the only known Y-
family polymerase that bypasses BP-dG accurately
and thus protects cells from genotoxic BP. Here, we
report the structures of human pol� in complex with
DNA containing either a normal guanine (G) base or a
BP-dG adduct at the active site and a correct deoxy-
cytidine. The structures and supporting biochemical
data reveal a unique mechanism for accurate repli-
cation by translesion synthesis past the major bulky
adduct. The active site of pol� opens at the minor
groove side of the DNA substrate to accommodate
the bulky BP-dG that is attached there. More impor-
tantly, pol� stabilizes the lesion DNA substrate in the
same active conformation as for regular B-form DNA
substrates and the bulky BPDE ring in a 5′ end point-
ing conformation. The BP-dG adducted DNA sub-
strate maintains a Watson–Crick (BP-dG:dC) base
pair within the active site, governing correct nu-
cleotide insertion opposite the bulky adduct. In ad-
dition, pol�’s unique N-clasp domain supports the
open conformation of the enzyme and the extended
conformation of the single-stranded template to al-
low bypass of the bulky lesion. This work illustrates
the first molecular mechanism for how a bulky major
adduct is replicated accurately without strand mis-
alignment and mis-insertion.

INTRODUCTION

The genome of cells is continuously challenged by external
and internal toxic agents that damage the DNA (1). High-
fidelity replicative polymerases are usually blocked by these
DNA lesions, leading to replication fork stalling and threat-

ening cell survival as well. Cells employ specialized DNA
polymerases (mainly Y-family polymerases) to bypass DNA
lesions and to reduce the genotoxic stress (2,3). Humans
have four Y-family polymerases: pol�, pol�, pol� and Rev1.
The first three members exhibit a unique DNA-lesion by-
pass and fidelity profile (4). Pol� and pol� replicate, in an
error-free manner, the thymine-thymine (T–T) cyclobutane
pyrimidine dimer and oxidative lesion 8-oxy-guanine, re-
spectively (5–8).

Pol� accurately bypasses bulky N2-adducted de-
oxyguanosines, such as DNA lesions containing
aromatic alkyl groups from benzo[a]pyrene (BP), 2-
acetylaminofluorene (AAF) and 9-mythylanthracene
(ANTH) (9–11).

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are widespread
environmental pollutants. BP is the best characterized PAH
(12,13) and is associated with human cancers such as lung,
skin and colon cancers (14,15). BP is highly carcinogenic
due to its property of metabolizing into highly reactive
products, benzo[a]pyrene diol epoxides (BPDEs) (16,17).
BP is now listed as a Group 1 carcinogen by the Interna-
tional Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC). In cells, anti-
BPDEs are the most active metabolites (18), which react
with DNA predominantly at the N2 position of guanine
and generate minor groove attached bulky adducts (16,19).
The dominant BPDE adduct in cells is (+)-trans-10S-BP-
N2-dG (BP-dG) (Figure 1A). The bulky BP-dG strongly
blocks DNA synthesis by high fidelity DNA polymerases
and causes mutations in cells (20,21). Replication of the
adduct occurs via translesion synthesis and is frequently as-
sociated with mutagenesis. However, pol� has been shown
to bypass BPDE-induced DNA lesions efficiently in an
error-free manner, preferentially incorporating the correct
nucleotide dCTP in vitro (10,11,22–25), thus contributing to
bulky carcinogen tolerance in cells (10,26,27). In vivo exper-
iments of mouse embryonic fibroblasts support the impor-
tant role of pol� in efficient and accurate bypass of BP-dG
adducts (26–29).

Current insight into the mechanism of bypass of BP-dG
lesions has been derived from the atomic resolution struc-
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Figure 1. Structures of BP adduct and replication of BP-dG lesion. (A) BP, its metabolite BPDE and the major BP-dG adduct in DNA. (B) Incorporation
of deoxy nucleotides opposite normal G and BP-dG by wild-type (WT) pol� and mutants F49A, P169M, Y112A and Y112F at insertion stage. The reaction
was carried out by adding no nucleotide (0), all four nucleotides (N) or individual nucleotides (A, G, C and T), using 5 min for undamaged G template
and 15 min for BP-dG lesion template. DNA sequences used for the assays are shown on the right side of gel images. (C) Incorporation of nucleotides
opposite the BP-dG adduct in four different sequence contexts and using different human Y-family polymerases: pol�, pol� and pol�. The BP-dG adduct
is indicated as G*, and X represents either A, G, C or T. Reaction times were 10 min for pol� and pol� and 5 min for pol�, with 100 �M dNTPs. A general
DNA sequence for the assays is shown at the top of the gel images.
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tures of the model Y-family polymerase Dpo4, which is the
human homolog of pol� in Archaea. Dpo4 bypasses this le-
sion in an error-prone manner (30). Structures of Dpo4 in
ternary complexes with DNA containing the BP-dG adduct
have demonstrated the molecular basis for base substitu-
tions and -1 frame shift mutations (30). In this case, the
bulky adduct is flipped/looped out of the DNA helix and
moved into a structural gap due to the limited space of
Dpo4 on the minor groove side of the DNA substrate. Nev-
ertheless, the Dpo4 model does not explain the mechanism
of accurate replication of BP-dG adducts. Direct structural
evidence is required to elucidate the molecular mechanism
of error-free bypass of BP-dG in cells.

In this work, we studied the ternary structure of human
pol� in complex with BP-dG adduct DNA to determine
how accurately pol� replicates this bulky lesion using the
dNTP containing the correct base, cytosine (C). Our struc-
ture reveals that the BP-dG adduct is well accommodated in
the pol� active site without steric hindrance. Our structure-
based mutagenesis study confirms that the residues sur-
rounding the adduct and a residue in the N-clasp are impor-
tant for the activity of pol� in BP-dG replication. Together,
our structural and biochemical analyses provide a molecu-
lar basis for understanding how human pol� bypasses BP-
dG lesions accurately and thereby helps tolerate DNA dam-
age induced by BP in cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of protein and DNA for crystallization and bio-
chemical analysis

The human pol� construct encoding residues 1–526 was
cloned into the pHIS-Parallel1 vector with hexa-histidine
(6XHis) tag (31). We will refer to this N-terminal fragment
as pol� for simplicity since the fragment harbors all five
polymerase domains and has the same nucleotide incor-
poration activity and fidelity as the full-length pol� (35).
The pol� mutants in this study were generated by site-
directed mutagenesis using primers containing the desired
mutation. Mutations were confirmed by DNA sequencing.
The pol� and mutants with an N-terminal 6XHis tag were
overexpressed in Escherichia coli (BL21pRARE) with 0.5
mM IPTG and purified by Ni-affinity and ion exchange
chromatography. The 6XHis tag was removed by TEV pro-
tease before ion-exchange (HiTrap SP column) chromatog-
raphy. A 21-mer (5′- TATGGTGATCCGCGCGGATCA
-3′) and a 22-mer oligonucleotide containing a single (+)-
trans-10S-BP-N2-dG (BP-dG) lesion (G*) (5′- ATGG*CT
GATCCGCGCGGATCAG -3′) were synthesized by Keck
Oligo Inc. (Yale University). Both modified and unmodified
DNA substrates used for crystallization and biochemical
assays were purified by ion-exchange chromatography (32).
The mass of the modified oligonucleotide was confirmed by
MALDI TOF-MS/MS analysis.

Crystallization

The ternary complexes were prepared by mixing pol� with
either normal dG or BP-dG modified DNA in a 1:1.2 mo-
lar ratio in the presence of 10 mM MgCl2. The protein–
DNA complexes were incubated with either 2 mM ddCTP

(for normal DNA) or 2 mM dCMPNPP (designated as
dCTP* for BP-dG DNA) at room temperature for 30 min
before setting up crystallization trials. Crystals of pol�/BP-
dG modified DNA (pol�-BPG) complex were obtained in
30% PEG400 and 0.2 M ammonium nitrate using the hang-
ing drop vapor diffusion method at 22◦C. Several rounds
of streak seeding were performed to produce good quality
crystals. Crystals of pol�/normal DNA (pol�-G) complex
were obtained in 30% PEG400 and 0.2 M potassium ac-
etate. For data collection, the crystals were picked from the
drop and then flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. X-ray diffrac-
tion data were collected on beam line CMCF-08ID at the
Canadian Light Source (CLS). Crystals belong to the space
group P212121. Diffraction data were processed and scaled
using MOSFLM and SCALA (33), respectively.

Structure determination and refinement

Both structures were solved by molecular replacement
(MR) with PHASER (34), using the pol� ternary complex
structure (PDB 2OH2) (35) as a search model. After the
first round of rigid body refinement with PHENIX (36), the
2Fo–Fc electron density map demonstrates unambiguous
densities for the modified guanine in the template strand,
the incoming nucleotide and metal ions, which were then
iteratively built into the map using the molecular graphics
program COOT (37). Structure refinement was completed
using PHENIX. Model inspection and manual modeling
were performed using COOT. Figures were generated using
PYMOL (http://www.pymol.org) (38). The data processing
and refinement statistics are listed in Table 1.

Primer extension assays

An 18-mer template and a 5′-32P labeled 13-mer primer were
used for primer extension assays. The sequences of these
oligonucleotides are shown in the respective figures. The
standard replication reaction contained 50 nM DNA, 1–
10 nM pol� or its mutants, 50–100 �M of either all four
dNTPs or individual dNTPs in 50 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 10
mM MgCl2, 250 �g/ml BSA, 5 mM DTT and 2.5% glyc-
erol. The reactions were carried out at 37◦C for either 5 min
(normal DNA) or 15 min (BP–dG DNA). The products
were resolved on a 20% PAGE containing 8 M urea. Gels
were visualized using PhosphorImager and the percentage
of replication was calculated using ImageQuant.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pol� accurately replicates BP–dG lesion DNA

We carried out replication assays to test pol�’s ability to
replicate the BP–dG adduct. We used the N-terminal poly-
merase active portion of pol� (1-526 fragment) for the as-
says. Either a normal or an adducted G base was at the
primer-template junction for primer extension comparison.
The primer extension results show that pol� replicates the
BP–dG adduct and inserts the correct C base preferentially
opposite this adduct (Figure 1B). This observation fits with
a recent kinetic study from Liu et al. (2014) in which the
insertion efficiency of C is nearly two orders of magnitude
higher than mis-insertion efficiencies (39). To compare pol�

http://www.pymol.org
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Table 1. Data collection and refinement statistics

Pol�-G Pol�-BPG

Data collection
Space group P212121 P212121
Cell dimensions

a, b, c (Å) 66.2, 129.3, 167.7 63.6, 130.2, 166.3
α, β, γ (◦) 90, 90, 90 90, 90, 90

Resolution (Å)a 46.2–2.60 (2.74–2.60) 47.1–2.80 (2.95–2.80)
Rsym or Rmerge 6.7 (36.3) 7.0 (67.1)
I/�I 10.3 (2.7) 12.5 (2.0)
Completeness (%) 98.3 (99.8) 98.7 (98.4)
Redundancy 4.3 (4.2) 3.3 (3.3)
Refinement
Resolution (Å) 46.2–2.59 47.1–2.80
No. reflections 44 341 34 189
Rwork/Rfree 0.200/0.239 0.212/0.252
No. atoms

Protein 6710 6747
DNA 948 1002
Water 103 113

B-factors
Protein 58.8 51.0
DNA 55.4 44.6
Water 51.1 41.0

R.m.s deviations
Bond lengths (Å) 0.008 0.006
Bond angles (◦) 1.18 1.06

aValues in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell.

with other Y-family members and test their bypass fideli-
ties for BP–dG in different DNA sequence contexts, we
tested all three human Y-family polymerases �, � and � in
replication assays. We used DNA substrates with different
bases on the 5′ side of the BP–dG adduct. The results show
pol� as the most accurate polymerase that replicates BP–
dG with preferential dC insertion, independent of the DNA
sequence 5′ to the BP–dG adduct (Figure 1C). Both pol�
and pol� are highly mutagenic in BP–dG replication, re-
gardless of the DNA sequence. Pol� has a pronounced T
mis-insertion, and pol� prefers purine base (A and G) mis-
insertions (Figure 1C), similar to previous data (10,40,41).
Pronounced 5′-dependent mis-insertions opposite the BP–
dG substrate, as observed with Dpo4 (30), were found to be
absent when we used pol� and pol�. Dpo4’s 5′ dependence
results from BP–dG flipping/looping-out of the DNA he-
lix in the Dpo4/BP–dG ternary complexes (30). Different
replication fidelities and mutagenic patterns by the Y-family
polymerases indicate that different structural mechanisms
exist for BP–dG replication.

Overall ternary structures of pol�–DNA complexes

We determined the structures of pol� (residues 1–526) in
complex with DNA, containing at the template position ei-
ther the BP–dG adduct (pol�–BPG) or normal G (pol�–G).
The structures contain a correct incoming nucleotide, dd-
CTP or dCMPNPP (dCTP*) at the active site. The two pol�
complexes, pol�–G and pol�–BPG, were crystallized in the
same crystal form that contains two ternary complexes per
asymmetric unit. We refined the structures to 2.6 Å and
2.8 Å resolutions, respectively (Table 1). Pol� encircles the
DNA substrate with the common Y-family polymerase do-
mains of palm, finger, thumb and little finger (LF), as well as

with a unique N-clasp domain as observed previously (Fig-
ure 2A) (35,42). The bulky BP–dG adduct resides within
the active site toward the minor groove side of the DNA
helix (Figure 2). No significant conformational change is
caused by the bulky adduct binding to pol�. The pol�–BPG
and pol�–G structures superimpose well with RMSD in a
range of 0.4–0.6 Å over 423 C� atoms in pair-wise com-
parisons among four independent structures. These pol�
structures are also very similar to other previously reported
pol�–DNA ternary complexes and superpose each other
with root-mean-square deviations (RMSDs) of 0.7–0.9 Å
over 423 C� atoms. The structures superpose particularly
well in the DNA binding cleft, which contacts the DNA
directly (Supplementary Figure S1) (35,42), indicating that
the pol� structure is stable in its DNA bound forms, regard-
less of the presence of BP–dG adduct and the crystal pack-
ing environments.

Strikingly, the BP–dG adducted DNA substrates in pol�–
BPG retain a standard B-form conformation with no con-
formational changes, almost identical to the normal DNA
substrates in pol�–G (Figure 2C and Supplementary Tables
S1 and S3). Particularly, the adducted guanine maintains
the anti conformation, with the BPDE ring in the minor
groove and the single stranded (ss) template downstream
in an extended conformation. The B-form conformation of
adducted DNA observed here is different from the BP–dG
adducted DNA structure, in either a protein-free form (Fig-
ure 2D) (43) or a Y-family polymerase bound form (Fig-
ure 2E) (30). The protein-free adducted DNA helix is in a
distorted B-form, with a narrowed minor groove (Supple-
mentary Table S3) and a template strand with a U-turn to
protect the bulky and hydrophobic BPDE ring from aque-
ous solvent (Figure 2D, Supplementary Table S1) (43). For
the Dpo4 bound BP–dG DNA helix, enclosure of Dpo4 on
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Figure 2. Pol�–DNA–dNTP ternary complexes and DNA conformations. (A and B) Overall structure of Pol�–BPG ternary complex in (A) front and (B)
back views. Template is in light pink, primer in grey, BP–dG in orange and Mg++ ion in green sphere. Structure domains are in the same colors as their
labels. BP–dG is in orange. (C) Superposition of DNA from pol�–BPG (magenta) and pol�–G (grey) in the front view. (D) NMR structure of BP–dG
adducted DNA (no protein bound) in the same front orientation as in (C). Template is in cyan. The single stranded (ss) template strand turns back to
stabilize the bulky/hydrophobic BPDE ring that is sandwiched between +1 and +2 template bases. The helix is distorted, elongated and narrowed. (E)
BP–dG DNA with pol� (magenta) and with Dpo4 (light grey) in the back view. All three DNA substrates in C–E are in a B-form. The Dpo4 structure (E)
shows the BP–dG adduct (light green) flipping out of the helix.

the minor groove side and the bulky/hydrophobic nature of
BP–dG causes the adduct to either intercalate into the DNA
helix or flip/loop out of the helix (30). In the latter case, ex-
tra helical BP–dG fits into a structural gap between the LF
and finger domains to protect itself from aqueous solvent
(Figure 2E) (30). Only the extra helical structures of ad-
ducted DNA in Dpo4 are in active forms for primer exten-
sion, which results in base substitution and frameshift mu-
tagenesis. In contrast, pol� holds the adducted DNA sub-
strate in a regular DNA conformation for accurate replica-
tion. The striking similarities in the undamaged and dam-
aged ternary complex structures suggest that pol� is well
poised to maintain a B-form DNA and insert the correct
base (C) opposite G or BP–dG for accurate replication.

BP–dG resides at the active site that is open at the minor
groove side of DNA

The active site of pol� is more open at the minor groove
side of DNA than those in Dpo4 and other human Y-
family polymerases (Figure 3A; Supplementary Figure S2).
The BP–dG adduct is in a normal anti-conformation and
pairs with C in a Watson–Crick base pair to allow correct
replication (Figure 3B). The replicating base pair is well-
defined by electron density, with an additional H-bond be-
tween the C base and O1 from BPDE (Figure 3B–C). The
bulky ring is relatively mobile in the edge exposed to solvent,
which is common for bulky DNA adducts which are usually
not completely buried in the active sites of Y-family poly-
merases (30,44–46). However, the majority of the BPDE
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Figure 3. BP–dG and replicating base pair in the active site of pol�. (A) The open active site is shown in the back view of the pol� ternary complex (left)
and compared to Dpo4 with a flipped-out DNA helix (right, PDB id: 2IA6). Proteins are in a surface representation, and DNA is shown in sticks. Core
domains (finger, palm and thumb) are in cyan, N-clasp in beige and little finger (LF) in purple. The BP–dG adduct is in orange with the BPDE rings
indicated by arrows. The two enzyme structures are in the same orientation, based on palm domain superposition. (B) Orthogonal views of the replicating
base pair, dCTP* (cyan) represents the non-hydrolysable substrate dCMPNPP, BP-dG:dCTP*, in the active site. (C) 2Fo–Fc map contoured at 1� level
over the replicating base pair in pol�–BPG in the same orientations as in (B).

ring is covered by the electron density and well-defined
for the ring orientation (Figure 3C). The 5′ orientation is
well accommodated in pol� and is ready for translocation
through the active site without any steric conflicts with pol�.
This is in contrast to the blocking structure in the high fi-
delity BF polymerase (BF pol) containing the same bulky
lesion (47). In the BF structure, the adducted DNA in the
minor groove is severely distorted by the tight active site of
BF pol, which prevents binding of incoming dNTP and dis-
rupts the interactions between BP DNA and the polymerase

for catalysis. Furthermore, in our pol�–BPG structure the
incoming nucleotide is not only accommodated well in the
active site, but also the 3′OH of the primer strand and P�
of the dCTP* is less than 5 Å apart. This distance is within
the range of minor structural adjustments to produce a cat-
alytically productive intermediate for catalysis. In contrast,
the Dpo4 structures representing replication blockage by
BP bulky lesions, the intercalated BPDE ring separates the
incoming dNTPs about 10 Å from the 3′ end of the primer
strands (30,44).
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The 5′ orientated BPDE would clash into most of Y-
family polymerases which have narrow or closed minor
grooves (Figure 3A, Supplementary Figure S2). The molec-
ular dynamic simulation studies of pol� containing a BP–
dG lesion at the template-primer junction suggested that the
BP ring needs to point toward the 3′ end to avoid steric colli-
sions and maintain the transition states of the reaction path-
way (48,49). Considering this, we tested a model with the
BPDE ring pointing in 3′ orientation to exclude any possi-
bility of multiple orientations. After refinement, there is no
electron density for the 3′ oriented ring even though the B-
factor of BPDE atoms increase significantly compared to
the 5′ orientation (Supplementary Table S2). Furthermore,
both Rwork and Rfree are higher compared to that of the
5′ oriented ring structure (Supplementary Table S2). Our
structure indicates that pol � has a unique active site that is
opened at the minor groove side to accommodate the 5′ ori-
entation BP–dG adduct in an active conformation. The 5′
orientation is consistent with the observation in the NMR
structures of DNA containing the BP–dG lesion (43,50).

The minor groove attached BPDE ring points toward the
5′-end of the template, being packed against the finger/palm
domains in one face and semi-protected by the minor
groove backbone in the other face (Figures 2B, E and 3A–
B). Thus, the opening of pol� to the minor groove side of
DNA not only accommodates the bulky BPDE ring, but
also provides solvent shielding for the hydrophobic moiety
of the ring. The side chains of Tyr112, Ser137 and Pro 169
from the finger domain and the Phe171 from the palm do-
main form either H-bonds or van der Waals contacts with
the bulky ring (Figure 4A). The bulky BPDE ring restricts
Phe171 so that this amino acid adopts a specific rotamer,
different from those favored in pol�–DNA complexes con-
taining unmodified DNA (35,42). In the latter structures,
Phe171 is either flexible in multiple conformations or in a
conformation that is in steric conflict with the bulky BPDE
ring (Figure 4B; Supplementary Figure S3). The entropic
cost of Phe171 in the fixed conformation contributes to an
18-fold decrease in efficiency for dCMP incorporation op-
posite BP–dG by wild-type (WT) pol� relative to its F171A
mutant (51). The mutational data in Liu et al.’s work also
showed that the pol� mutant which contains F171W sub-
stitution has significant effects on BP–dG bypass (39), sup-
porting the critical role of F171 in BP–dG replication.

In order to confirm the contribution of pol� residues that
are in contact with the BPDE ring during bypass of BP–dG,
we made three single mutants (P169M, Y112A, Y112F) for
DNA replication analysis. P169M and Y112A mutants re-
duce replication activity on the BP–dG template by ∼50%
and ∼70%, respectively, while Y112F does not show any ef-
fects (Figure 1B). Obviously, the Y112F mutant has a com-
parable side chain size as in the (WT) pol�, so replication
proceeds. However, the Y112A mutant affects replication
because of the absence of the aromatic side chain; in the WT
pol�, this side chain contributes to BPDE binding (Figure
4A). We modeled the amino-acid substitution of P169M in
the binding site of pol� and found that all three possible ro-
tamers of Met169 would clash with the bulky ring of BP–dG
in the 5′-end orientation (Supplementary Figure S4). The
mutagenesis data indicates that appropriate van der Waals

contacts with the BPDE ring are important for bypassing
BP–dG. The mutations have little effect on the BP–dG tem-
plate in the extension stage (Supplementary Figure S5) as
these residues only interact with the bulky BPDE ring at the
active site during insertion. Our mutagenesis data support
the structural observations that the 5′ oriented bulky ring is
located at the minor groove side of DNA and is stabilized
by multiple residues at the insertion stage.

Noticeably, the bulky BPDE ring causes minor local dis-
turbances in the DNA structure centered around the adduct
site. The hydroxyl groups of BPDE push the incoming nu-
cleotide and the underneath (-1) base pair off their regular
positions in pol�–BPG resulting in a slightly longer base
pair rise of ∼4.6 Å between the -1 base pair and the replicat-
ing base pair at the 0 position (Figure 3B and Supplemen-
tary Table S3). Furthermore, the incoming C base shows an
18◦ propeller twist with respect to the template BP–dG base
plane, and the -1 base pair is buckled 29◦ (Figure 3B and
Supplementary Table S3). The bulky lesion induces a local
structural disturbance and reduces the stability of the sub-
strates at the active site, which explains the blocking effects
of BP–dG in our replication assays (Figure 1) and previous
reports by others (10,22).

Unique domain positions create an open DNA binding cleft in
pol�

The overall open conformation of pol� is essential for by-
passing of BP–dG. The spacious DNA binding cleft in
pol� results from a unique domain arrangement. The finger,
palm and thumb domains of Y-family polymerases form a
relatively compact structural unit called the catalytic core
(cyan in Figure 3A). The fourth common domain, little fin-
ger (purple in Figure 3A), is relatively flexible in its position
relative to the core (52). Like all Y-family polymerases, pol�
has an active site that exposes the DNA major groove to
the solvent (Figure 2A). However, pol�’s active site is not
enclosed at the minor groove side of DNA, unlike in other
Y-family polymerases (Figures 2B and 3A; Supplementary
Figure S2). The opening of pol� to the minor groove side
is due to the unique orientation of LF in pol�, which is dif-
ferent from that in the Dpo4, pol� and pol� ternary com-
plexes (Figure 5A and Supplementary Figure S6). LF do-
mains in Dpo4, pol� and pol� associate with the core by
interacting with the finger domain (Figure 5C and Supple-
mentary Figure S6A). In contrast, the LF domain in pol� is
dissociated from its finger domain (Figure 5A) and rotates
19◦ away from the core domain, when compared to that of
Dpo4, which allows an opening up of the minor groove side
of DNA. This rotation squeezes LF into the major groove
side and moves the thumb domain 13◦ in the same direc-
tion, which makes the DNA binding cleft fit the substrates
(Figure 5A). The collective movements of the pol� LF and
thumb domains shift the template DNA (beige), particu-
larly the template strand at the active site, ∼4 Å from the
usual DNA position (blue) in Y-family polymerases (Figure
5A). This DNA movement creates more room to accommo-
date the bulky adduct between the template strand and the
core domain at the minor groove side of DNA. The linker
(pink) connecting the LF and core also moves down sub-
stantially due to the 19◦ rotation of LF and further opens
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Figure 4. Interactions of pol� with DNA adduct. (A) The BPDE ring is stabilized by pol� residues and the backbone of the template. The red sphere is a
water molecule. The template strand is in pink, the primer strand is in grey, and BP–dG is in orange. Residues are in the colors of the domains to which
they belong and follow the same color scheme as in Figure 2A. (B) The BP–dG DNA from pol�–BPG superposed onto the position of the normal DNA
substrates at the active site of pol�–G. F171 and S137 are different rotamers from pol�–BPG in (A). F171 would clash with the BPDE ring, and S137
would not be in contact with the ring. (C) Interactions between the +1 template G base (yellow) with pol�. All the residues are colored as in Figure 2A.
(D) Incorporation of nucleotides past normal G and BP–dG by WT and mutant F49A pol� at the extension stage. Reaction conditions were the same as
in Figure 1B. The substrate sequences are shown to the right of gel images.

up pol� at the minor groove side (Figure 5A). Thus, unique
domain positions shape the binding cleft of pol� so that it
differs from other Y-family DNA polymerases, making the
minor groove side to be wide enough to accommodate bulky
BP–dG, but without disturbing the B-form DNA helix.

N-clasp scaffold holds finger/LF/thumb domains in unique
positions

The N-clasp plays a critical role in maintaining a unique
conformation of pol� and stabilizing the ssDNA template.
The N-clasp domain interacts with all three important
DNA binding domains (finger/thumb/LF) and holds them
together by its two �-helices arranged in an L-shape (Figure
2A). In contrast to the other Y-family polymerases, the LF
domain of pol� lacks the contacts with the finger domain to
associate with the polymerase core (Figures 2A and 5B). Be-
cause of the lack of direct support from the finger domain

(Figure 5B), the pol� LF domain must associate with the
rest of the protein through the N-clasp, which links the LF,
finger and thumb domains across the major groove side of
DNA (Figures 2A and 5B). The N-clasp domain holds the
LF, finger and thumb domains in position for proper DNA
binding. This structural observation is consistent with the
indispensable role of the N-clasp observed in pol�’s replica-
tion of BP–dG (39).

Furthermore, the N-clasp stabilizes the ss template
(downstream of the template base), in addition to the fin-
ger and LF domains, thus forming a three-way ssDNA sta-
bilization (Figure 5B). The 5′-ss template extends from the
replicating base pair to allow continuous replication and
does not fold back to protect the bulky BPDE ring at the
template–primer junction, as observed in NMR structures
(Figure 2D) (43). The extended conformation supported by
the N-clasp domain prevents strand slippage and the ‘U-
turn’ template conformation observed in Dpo4 and pol�
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Figure 5. Domain/DNA movements and the role of N-clasp: comparison of pol� with Dpo4. (A) Superposition of pol� and Dpo4 (1JX4). The proteins
are mainly in C� traces. Dpo4 is in dark blue, with DNA in light blue, and pol� is in the same domain colors as in Figure 2A, with DNA in beige. LF
domains are highlighted in ribbons. The N-clasp domain was removed for clarity. The rotation direction and angles are in the front view (left panel). Arrows
in the back view (right panel) indicate the shifting site of the template strand near the active site and the movement of the linker of pol� relative to Dpo4. (B)
N-clasp is holding the finger/LF/thumb domains of pol� in position as a scaffold and adding additional contacts to the single-stranded template (yellow)
to form a 3-way stabilization. The arrow in the upper panel indicates the dissociation of LF from the core; the lower panel’s arrow indicates that the ss
template strand extends from the active site for continuous replication. (C) Dpo4 structure (1JX4) in the same view. The N-clasp domain support for the
ss template strand is absent in Dpo4. The black arrow in the upper panel indicates the association of LF with the core; the lower panel’s arrow indicates
the ss template strand turns back toward the major groove of the DNA helix.
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(30,45). In particular, the side chain of Phe49 from the N-
clasp stacks with the +1 G base 5′ to the template BP–dG
and stabilizes the ssDNA template (Figures 4C and 5B).
The F49A mutation almost abolishes pol� replication ac-
tivity on BP–dG DNA at both insertion (Figure 1B) as well
as extension (Figure 4D) stages, but only partially reduces
the polymerase activity on normal templates. The mutage-
nesis data indicate that the stacking from Phe49 to the +1
base is critical for template stability and is particularly es-
sential for bypass of bulky lesion.

Interestingly, pol� (WT) shows a higher degree of fidelity
when it incorporates the next nucleotide after the BP–dG le-
sion than a non-modified G (Figure 4D). Current structure
work at the insertion stage could not provide insights into
better fidelity. Further structural analysis on extension com-
plexes will help to shed light on how pol� extends primer
strand after the bulky adduct more accurately than normal
DNA.

CONCLUSIONS

Human pol� is specialized to replicate the major bulky BP–
dG adduct and other N2-adducted deoxyguanosines. The
crystal structure of the pol�–BPG ternary complex cap-
tures DNA replication of the bulky BP adduct in the inser-
tion stage. The unique domain arrangement of pol� opens
up the active site at the minor groove side of DNA to ac-
commodate the minor groove attached adduct. At the same
time, residues along the minor groove side stabilize the hy-
drophobic BPDE ring and allows adducted DNA to main-
tain a standard B-form with Watson–Crick base pairing for
accurate replication. The unique N-clasp domain supports
an open conformation of pol� and stabilizes the ss template
for the efficient bypass of BP–dG. This structural work re-
veals a new structural mechanism for bypassing bulky BP
lesions and is unique when compared to that of other Y-
family polymerases. This structural work answers why pol�
replicates BP–dG accurately. The novel molecular model of
error-free replication explains the major role of pol� in re-
sponse to cytotoxicity of BP in cells (26,27,29,39).
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